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**Workshops:** Hands-on workshops bring together individual artists to encourage students to actively discover their own artistic potential. Ideal for after school, library, or community center programs. Most workshops are product based.

**Residencies:** Offer experiences implemented by a specialized teaching artist. Residencies are multiple, participatory workshops and require a minimum of 3 sequential sessions per student group, and can be expanded into semester-long projects. Residencies take place in partnership with the classroom teacher and either focus on arts-integration or the artistic process.

**Virtual Programming:** Live (synchronous) sessions follow the same fee and time structure as in-person sessions. Pre-recorded (asynchronous) sessions include condensed videos as there is no real time feedback or discussion.

---

**Single Visit Workshops and Residency Sessions (one teaching artist, synchronous + in-person)**

- $115 – 45 minutes
- $125 – 60 minutes
- $140 – 90 minutes
- $180 – 2 hours
- $250 – 3 hours
- $320 – 4 hours
- $390 – 5 hours

**Multiple/ Same Day Visits/ Same Artist/ Workshops and Residencies (one teaching artist, synchronous + in-person)**

- $95 – 45 minutes
- $115 – 60 minutes
- $125 – 90 minutes
- $160 – 2 hours
- $230 – 3 hours
- $300 – 4 hours
- $370 – 5 hours

**Pre-Recorded Virtual Workshops and Residency Sessions (one teaching artist)**

- $115 – 15 minutes
- $125 – 20 minutes
- $140 – 30 minutes
- $180 – 40 minutes
- $250 – 60 minutes
- $320 – 80 minutes
- $390 – 100 minutes

**Professional Development for Educators (includes CPE and GT credit hours)**

- $250 p/h for groups, supplies not included (group limit is between 30-100 educators pending PD selection)

**Misc. Fees:** Please note, the above is for one teaching artist and does not include supplies. Supplies may be provided by the site or purchased by YAH for an additional fee that is TBD based on the project and number of participants. Mileage of $.56 p/m added for programs 30 miles outside of Houston City Center. Residencies that are 4+ sessions include a $45 planning fee for a session between site coordinator/teacher and teaching artist.

---

*Each Young Audiences program is aligned with the TEKS/ STAAR and offers curriculum ties, classroom activities and discussion ideas, extension activities, program goals, objectives, vocabulary words, and teacher resources.*